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Top 10 Reasons  
to Migrate to Atalla AT1000
UTIMACO understands the regulations, requirements and trends for the banking and 
financial service industry and has designed an HSM to specifically address this evolving 
landscape. The UTIMACO Atalla AT1000 provides the “root of trust” to protect sensitive 
data, perform cardholder authentication and manage the cryptographic keys used to 
protect retail payment transactions. 

Discover how you can benefit from the Atalla AT1000  
with the top 10 reasons to migrate now.  
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 Fastest Payment HSM on the market processing up to 10,000 TPS 
Reduce your Total Cost of Ownership and gain competitive advantage; higher performance per HSM 
requires fewer HSMs in your total estate, plus each HSM can be split into partitions allocated with 
a certain level of TPS. Multiple performance tiers are available, starting from 80 TPS, which can be 
effortlessly field upgraded on the fly without any interruptions or downtime so your mission-critical 
services will never be affected. 
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 Access up to ten independent partitions on one physical HSM 
Depending on your organisation’s requirements you can configure up to ten partitions, segregated 
with individual master keys, security policies and configurations. This means you can create multiple 
partitions within the same HSM to support different APIs and varied use cases such as processing, 
issuing, verifying and tokenization. Each partition can be managed by different administrators and can be 
backed up separately.
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 Provides true, dual control remote management 
Unique to the industry, the Atalla AT1000 management interface is workflow-based, meaning all 
HSMs can be managed remotely from multiple locations around the world, in different time zones and 
without the need to gather all security officers together at the same time to perform key ceremonies, etc. 
In addition, UTIMACO’s u.trust 360 solution offers the ability to monitor performance, usage, settings, and 
all commands across the entire HSM estate in real time through a single pane of glass to deliver around 
the clock visibility. 
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 Available on-premise or via a fully managed service 
Providing you with true flexibility and choice, the Atalla AT1000 is available on-premise or via a fully 
managed service. If you are deploying / migrating applications to the cloud and want to reduce your on-
premise IT infrastructure whilst converting CAPEX to OPEX you can opt for the fully managed service and 
connect securely to groups of AT1000’s located across geographically separate data centres delivering 
99.999% global availability.
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 The most Compliant and Secure Payment HSM in the industry 
Atalla AT1000 is a NextGen FIPS 140-2 L3 certified, FIPS 140-2 L4 (physical design) compliant and 
PCI PTS HSM v3 certified payment HSM. What does this mean for you? Access to a complete security 
solution with logical and physical security to protect the payment ecosystem. This includes a tamper 
resistant and responsive hardware which triggers active zeroization of all cleartext data, in addition to 
environmental failure protection. To future proof your security, the Atalla AT1000 also natively supports 
TR-31 Key Block protection to comply with PCI PIN requirements.
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 Supports custom commands 
All out-of-the-box commands are available as standard with no additional licensing required.  
However, if you need specific, customized commands we can support these too and include them  
in all future product and features releases at no extra cost, so you can remain PCI and FIPS certified. 
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 Rest API
Atalla AT1000 is the only payment HSM on the market supporting a complete REST API. 
Representational State Transfer API’s reduce deployment complexity and application development 
time. There’s no need to manually manage TCP sockets or install additional software and overall, the 
application maintenance is simplified.
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 A payment emulator to support different APIs
Payment emulation APIs allow you to migrate to Atalla AT1000 without switching or upgrading  
your existing application code. With three different APIs you can easily migrate from legacy/  
competitor products. 
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 Robust backup and restore 
To offset the vulnerabilities associated with backing up an HSM, the Atalla AT1000 dual controls 
require the participation of two or more parties, as well as limiting the number of times a restore can take 
place, recording each date and time as a matter of record.
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 Partnered with leading payment application vendors
To facilitate a smooth “plug and play” migration to the Atalla AT1000, it has been natively integrated 
with the world’s leading payment application vendors ranging from FIS, TSYS, NCR, ACI, OpenWay, HPS, 
EFTLab, Lusis plus many more to support any on-premise or cloud deployment requirements.
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Contact our experts today to discuss migrating to UTIMACO Atalla AT1000: 


